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Saltation, the motion of sand grains in a sequence of ballistic
trajectories close to the ground, is a major factor for surface
erosion, dune formation, and triggering of dust storms on Mars.
Although this mode of sand transport has been matter of research
for decades through both simulations and wind tunnel experi-
ments under Earth and Mars conditions, it has not been possible to
provide accurate measurements of particle trajectories in fully
developed turbulent flow. Here we calculate the motion of saltat-
ing grains by directly solving the turbulent wind field and its
interaction with the particles. Our calculations show that the
minimal wind velocity required to sustain saltation on Mars may be
surprisingly lower than the aerodynamic minimal threshold mea-
surable in wind tunnels. Indeed, Mars grains saltate in 100 times
higher and longer trajectories and reach 5-10 times higher veloc-
ities than Earth grains do. On the basis of our results, we arrive at
general expressions that can be applied to calculate the length and
height of saltation trajectories and the flux of grains in saltation
under various physical conditions, when the wind velocity is close
to the minimal threshold for saltation.

aeolian transport � critical phenomena � turbulent flows �
granular flows � particle-laden flows

As on Earth, the primary mode of aeolian transport on Mars
is saltation (1–5)—particles are first lifted off from the

surface and accelerated downwind, next colliding with the
ground and ejecting new particles (6–12)—which is responsible,
among other things, for the appearance of sand dunes and ripples
such as those recently imaged at Meridiani Planum on Mars (Fig.
1). However, two mechanisms compete for making saltation on
Mars very different from what it is on Earth: (i) Martian
conditions require 10 times higher wind velocities than Terres-
trial ones (13, 14), being seen only a few times a decade during
gusts of extreme aeolian activity (2, 3, 5, 15–19); and (ii) the
lower gravity and stronger winds of Mars allow particles, once in
the air, to fly higher and to remain longer in the atmosphere,
being accelerated by the wind more than they are on Earth (8,
20). From wind tunnel experiments under low-pressure condi-
tions that reproduce the density of the Martian air, we could
already gain some flavor of the efficiency of such high-speed
saltating particles in dislodging sand grains or raising dust when
colliding onto Martian soils (4). However, very little is known
quantitatively about the saltation trajectories, grain velocities,
and sand flux.

One fundamental question is how much sand a Martian wind
of given strength can transport in saltation. As the number of
particles ejected from the grain-bed collisions (‘‘splash’’) and
launched into the air increases, the wind loses more momentum
until the number of saltating grains per unit area and per unit
time, the sand flux, achieves a saturated value, qs (6–8, 10, 11,
21, 22). However, saltating grains modify the profile of the wind,
which loses part of its momentum to accelerate the particles (7).
This interaction, which strongly affects the trajectories of the
particles, could never be calculated in simulations. Only the trajec-
tory of one single grain, just after it starts moving from rest, being
lifted off by the wind, could be estimated numerically (8, 20).

The simulation of Martian saltation in the steady state (at
saturation) in the turbulent wind is performed by using an
approximate (� – �) model for the turbulent wind field, which has

been introduced in a previous article (23). In the model, the
turbulent wind flow is calculated inside a wind channel without
particles, and once a stable profile is achieved, particles are
injected into the channel. The particles are submitted to gravity
and drag, and particle motion is calculated, taking into account
the interactions between the grains and the air. The calculations
of ref. 23 have shown how the interaction between the fluid and
the particles distorts the wind profile within the saltation layer
and led to a scaling law for the saturated flux as function of the
wind speed when it is close to the minimal value for sand
transport (23). In the present work, the model is applied to study
saltation transport on Mars and to calculate the dependence of
the grain velocities, the impact angles, and the height and the
length of the saltation trajectories on the wind shear velocity
when the sand flux is in the steady state.

This paper is organized as follows. After a summary of the
simulation procedure given in the next section, our results are
presented and discussed. We compare results obtained for
saltation on Mars and on Earth and introduce a set of general
equations that can be applied to calculate saltation flux and grain
trajectories in various physical environments. Finally, the for-
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Fig. 1. Sand ripples imaged by the Opportunity rover across the plain known
as Meridiani Planum on Mars. Image credit: National Aeronautics and Space
Administration/Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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mation of dust storms under present Mars conditions is ex-
plained on the basis of the simulation results and an interpre-
tation of aeolian processes on Mars is proposed.

The Model
The numerical simulations of saltation consist of solving, first, the
turbulent wind field inside a long two-dimensional channel (wind
tunnel) and, next, the air feedback with the dragged particles. The
details of the calculation procedure are described elsewhere (23).
The fluid (air) is incompressible and Newtonian, the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes equations with the standard � – � model
being used to describe turbulence [the FLUENT (Fluent) com-
mercial package of fluid dynamics is used in this study].

Wind Flow and Particle Transport. The turbulent wind is, first,
calculated without particles. The wind is generated by a pressure
difference imposed between the extremities of the tunnel (23)
and achieves a stable profile, the wind velocity u(z) increasing
with the height z as u(z) � 2.5u�log z/z0, where z0 is the surface
roughness (�10�4 m) and u�, the wind shear velocity, quantifies
the wind strength (6). Boundary conditions are zero wind
velocity at the bottom wall and zero shear (u� � 0) at the upper
wall (gravity g points downward).

Once steady-state turbulent flow is produced, particles are
injected from the inlet at the ejection angle of grain-bed
collisions with a velocity of the order of 60 cm/s. Grain trajec-
tories are obtained by integrating the equation of motion:

dvp

dt
� FD�u � vp� � g��p � � f luid� /�p, [1]

where vp is the particle velocity, �f luid and �p are the density of
the fluid and of the particles, respectively, and FD(u � vp)
represents the drag force per unit particle mass, where

FD �
18�

�pd2

CDRe
24

, [2]

Re � �fluidd�u � vp�/� is the particle Reynolds number, d is the grain
diameter, and � is the air viscosity, and the drag coefficient CD is
taken from empirical relations (24). The feedback on the local
velocity of the fluid because of its momentum exchange with the
particles is accounted for by adding the momentum change of every
particle as it passes through a control volume (23),

F � �
particles

FD�u � vp�ṁp� t , [3]

where ṁp is the mass flow rate of the particles and �t is the time
step. Each time a particle hits the ground it loses a fraction r �
0.40 of its momentum and a new stream of particles is ejected at
that position with the ejection angle characteristic of saltation
particles, �eje � 36° (9, 25). The number of particle streams
released, np, defines the sand flux q � ṁpnp. Particle trajectories
increase in height with the downwind position, achieving a
maximum after a distance �L, called ‘‘saturation length’’ (26),
from the inlet. The saturated flux, qs, is identified by the
maximum number of particle streams, np, that a wind of given
strength u� can transport without flux reducing due to energy
loss of the trajectories (23).

Earth and Mars Simulations. In simulations for Earth, gravity g �
9.81 m/s2, air viscosity � � 1.78 � 10�5 kg/m�s, and density
�f luid � 1.225 kg/m3 are taken, and particle diameter d � 250 	m
and density �p � 2,650 kg/m3 are as from sand of terrestrial dunes
(6). For Mars we use air density and viscosity �f luid � 0.02 kg/m3,
respectively � � 1.3 � 10�5 kg/m�s, and gravity is g � 3.71 m/s2,
and Martian particles have diameter d � 600 	m and density

�p � 3,200 kg/m3 typical of Martian dunes sand (27). Simulations
are performed with u� values between 0.27 m/s and 0.5 m/s for
Earth and 1.12 m/s and 1.78 m/s for Mars, which means wind
velocity values in the range u � 6.21–11.5 m/s (Earth) and u �
25.8–41.0 m/s (Mars) at a height of 1 m. Taking the wind velocity
at this height, the fluid Reynolds number Ref � ud�f luid/�
considered in the simulations is in the range 106.8–197.9 for
Earth and 23.8–37.8 for Mars.

Whereas Earth trajectories achieve the maximum height after
typically �L � 10 m, Mars trajectories stabilize after �L � 1.0
km (Fig. 2a), independently of u�. Thus, the wind tunnel used in
the simulations for Mars is much larger than the one used for
Earth simulations (which has length 30 m and height 1.0 m), the
former being 2.0 km long with a height of 10 m. We have
performed simulations using channels of larger dimensions, both
for Mars and for Earth. In both cases, it was found that increasing
the size of the tunnel does not change the results. All grain
trajectories analyzed in the numerical study are taken from the
downwind second half of the tunnel, i.e., where grain trajectories
are stabilized. A typical grain trajectory in the steady state
obtained in the simulations is shown in Fig. 2b, which displays the
main elements of saltation that are studied in the present work.

Results and Discussion
Fig. 3 shows the increase of the resulting maximum flux of
particles in saltation, qs, with the shear velocity u� on Mars. For
comparison, the same simulations were performed by using
terrestrial atmospheric conditions and grain size and density
characteristic of dunes on Earth (Fig. 3 Inset).

The scaling of the saturated flux with the shear velocity is
universal: qs � (u� � u�t)
, where 
 � 2.0 is independent of the
atmospheric conditions, and u�t, the impact threshold wind
velocity—the minimal wind velocity required to sustain the
motion of saltating grains at saturation (6)—obtained in the
simulations is �1.12 m/s and 0.26 m/s on Mars and on Earth,
respectively. As shown in a previous article (23), we have found
a rather good agreement between the data obtained from our
simulations for Earth and those obtained from field measure-
ments by Lettau and Lettau (21), thus confirming the validity of
our simulation procedure (23).
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Fig. 2. Typical particle trajectory. (a) The dashed line represents the trajec-
tory of one saltating grain calculated by using parameters for Mars with a
wind strength of u� � 1.78 m/s. Gravity points downward (negative z direction)
and the particle moves downwind, i.e., from left to right. In the absence of the
saltating particles, the wind strength increases logarithmically with the
height. However, the wind profile is disturbed by the saltating grains as shown
in ref. 23. (b) Typical saltation trajectory obtained in the calculations—the
dashed line corresponds to the saltation path enclosed by the box in a—show-
ing the velocity and angle of impact (vimp, �imp) and of ejection (veje, �eje). The
length Lsalt and the maximum height Hsalt of a saltation trajectory are also
indicated.
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The sand flux depends not only on the wind velocity but also
on gravity and atmospheric and sand properties, which must be
included in the coefficient of the scaling between qs and u�. One
expression for qs(u�) that includes gravity and atmospheric
density was proposed and validated through wind tunnel exper-
iments under Earth and Mars air pressure conditions (8). The
simulations of the present work, however, reveal that the air
viscosity also plays a relevant role in saltation, and cannot be
neglected. If the ratio �f luid/g is encoded in the coefficient of
qs(u�) (8), then dimensional analysis requires a further term with
units of velocity to be included into the scaling relation of Fig.
3. As a first guess, the threshold velocity u�t is used. However, it
is not possible to find a common proportionality constant for the
scaling qs � [�f luid/g]u�t(u� - u�t)2 that satisfies both Mars and
Earth data. Universality is obtained only when the nondimen-
sional quantity d/l�, where the length-scale l� � (�2/g)1/3 defines,
together with the time-scale t� � (�/g2)1/3 the characteristic
velocity v� � l�/t�, with � � �/�f luid (11), is incorporated into the
prefactor of the sand f lux equation. This quantity encodes
the information of the amount of momentum lost because of the
grain-bed collisions that has to be compensated by the drag force
in the equilibrium (22). A formula for the sand flux is then
obtained, which can be applied to calculate qs as function of u�

under arbitrary physical environments (Fig. 4):

qs � 227.3 �	d� f luid/��g�2/3
 �u�t��u� � u�t�
2. [4]

One important lesson for future experiments of sand transport
under extraterrestrial conditions follows, therefore, from the
simulations: it is not strictly correct to adjust air pressure only to
obtain the desired air density (4, 8). Both pressure and temper-
ature must be tuned to obtain both air density and viscosity of
the environment the simulation aims to reproduce. In previous
wind tunnel experiments (8) the air pressure in the tunnel was
adjusted to reproduce the density of Martian air (CO2 at T �
200K and P � 0.75 kPa), whereas the simulations were per-
formed under Earth gravity. We have performed a fit to the
simulation data by using the classical sand flux expression by
White (8), where we used the corrected equation qw � C[�f luid/
g]u�

3(1 � u�t/u�)(1 � u�t/u�)2 (28). We could not find a universal

constant C, whereas the fit to the simulation data (dashed line
in the main plot and in the Inset of Fig. 3) gives C � 2.9 for Mars
and C � 18 for Earth. We find that the constant C must be
replaced by Aw[d/l�], where the constant Aw � 19 seems to be
universal, to predict correctly the sand flux under different
temperature and pressure conditions.

Indeed, not only is it relevant to know the saturated flux but
also it is important to estimate how long a given gust of saltation
can last on Mars (2, 3, 5). The minimum shear velocity u�ft

required to entrain particles directly into the air, which is
measurable in wind tunnels (6, 13, 14), has a well understood
dependence on the particle size and density, on gravity, on the
atmospheric density, on the internal friction between particles,
and on interparticle cohesion, the last factor being most relevant
for the smallest (dust) particles (14). Once u� exceeds u�ft and
saltation begins, particle entrainment succeeds mainly through
particle–soil collisions, and, thus, the wind velocity required to
sustain saltation, u�t, is somewhat smaller than u�ft. The ratio of
the impact threshold velocity u�t—obtained in the simulations of
the present work—to the measured aerodynamic threshold u�ft

on Mars appears different from what it is on Earth. Whereas a
ratio u�t/u�ft of �0.96 is found in the simulations of saltation on
Earth, the Martian u�t/u�ft is much smaller, �0.48. Wind shear
velocities of �2.5 m/s are required to start saltation of sand on
Mars (14), but once saltation is initiated, the high trajectories
and large grain velocities (Fig. 5) enable Martian saltation to be
sustained at much more realistic values of u�, around just 1.0 m/s.

The length Lsalt and the maximum height Hsalt of the trajectories
of saltating grains on Mars and on Earth are shown in Fig. 5. At
large values of u�, Lsalt seems to scale with u�

2, whereas Hsalt increases
nearly linearly with u�. The faster growth of Lsalt with u� is attributed
to the larger acceleration saltating particles with higher trajectories
experience. However, both the length and height of the saltation
paths increase linearly with the shear velocity u�, when this is close
to the threshold (Fig. 6). Dimensional analysis leads to a scaling of
Hsalt and Lsalt with t�(u� � u�t). Using our data to obtain the
respective constants of proportionality, we find that universal
equations for Lsalt and Hsalt can be obtained if the quantity �l�/d is
incorporated into the coefficients of both saltation length and
height. In this manner, we arrive at the following expressions, which
can be used to predict the saltation trajectories on an arbitrary
planetary surface, for u� close to the threshold u�t:

Hsalt � 81.46 ���2/g�1/3��u� � u�t� / �gd , [5]

Lsalt � 1091.5 ���2/g�1/3��u� � u�t� / �gd , [6]
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Fig. 3. In the main plot, the circles show the saturated flux qs calculated as
function of the shear velocity u� for Mars. The quadratic relation qs � (u� �
u�t)2, indicated by the solid line, fits the data notably better than the classical
equation for planetary sand flux (8), whose corrected version reads (28) qw �
C[�fluid/g]u*

3 (1 � u�t/u�)(1 � u�t/u�)2 (dashed line), and gives u�t � 1.12 m/s for
Mars. The range of shear velocities u� � 1.12–1.78 m/s used for Mars corre-
sponds to shear stress � � �fluidu�

2 values in the range 0.025–0.063 kg/m�s2. The
corresponding calculations for Earth are shown in the Inset. In this case,
simulations were performed with shear velocities in the range u� � 0.27–0.5
m/s, which corresponds to shear stress values in the range � � 0.089–0.306
kg/m�s2.
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squares correspond to calculations made for Mars and Earth, respectively. The
straight line corresponds to the equation y � (u� � u�t)2.
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where (�2/g)1/3 is the characteristic lengthscale lv and �gd
represents the grain velocity necessary to escape from the sand
bed (11).

As compared with Earth trajectories, Martian saltation paths are
giant. Whereas Earth saltating particles do not exceed heights of 15
cm, maximum heights reached by particles saltating under typical
sand-moving winds on Mars (Fig. 2) amount to 1–5 m. Moreover,
Martian grains saltate in 20- to 120-m-long paths—such particles
appear suspended when seen in a wind tunnel with length of a few
meters (8). The simulation results are in agreement with the
expectation that the saltation length Lsalt should scale with the
quantity Ldrag � d�p/�fluid, which is a characteristic length that
encodes the information of the inertia of a saltating grain in the
surrounding fluid (29). Substituting the parameter values for Mars
(d � 600 	m, �fluid � 0.02 kg/m3, �p � 3,200 kg/m3) and for Earth
(d � 250 	m, �fluid � 1.225 kg/m3, �p � 2,650 kg/m3), we find Ldrag �
96 m on Mars and 54 cm on Earth, which appear consistent with the
typically two order of magnitude higher values of Lsalt on Mars as
obtained in the simulations.

Because of the lower gravity and higher acceleration of
Martian saltating grains, the first grain trajectories (just after
saltation begins) on Mars are flatter than on Earth, as found in
previous calculations (20). However, the situation is different
when saltation is fully developed. In the steady state, under the
same relative wind shear velocity, the shape of the grain trajec-

tories (the ratio Lsalt/Hsalt) on Mars is the same as on Earth (Fig.
7). Martian impact angles at saturation are also similar to the
terrestrial ones, but the impact velocity of saltating grains on
Mars is nearly 5–10 times higher than on Earth.

Dune Formation on Mars. How can the simulation results presented
here be helpful for the understanding of dune formation on
Mars? Whether dunes could be formed at present atmospheric
conditions of Mars remained an open question for decades since
the first images of Mars dunes taken by Mariner 9 (1, 30).
Noticeable changes on the surface of a few Martian dunes have
been detected only recently (e.g., as reported in refs. 17 and 31).
These observations provided evidence that dunes can be formed
and move on the present Mars. However, because the wind
velocity is seldom above the threshold for saltation motion on
Mars, the rate at which changes on the dunes occur is so low that
no dune migration could be detected from orbiters up to now.

The migration velocity of Mars dunes can be calculated from
two pieces of information: the first one is the frequency at which
sand-moving winds occur on Mars; the second is the sand flux
obtained from the simulations of the present work. A dune of
stationary shape under a wind of constant strength u� blowing
steadily from the same direction migrates with velocity vd �
aQs/V1/3 (6), where V is the dune volume, Qs  qs/�sand, the bulk
density of the sand being defined as �sand � 0.62�p � 2,000 kg/m3,
and a � 15 from field measurements of terrestrial dunes (32).
Indeed, as shown by Mars missions, saltation transport on Mars
occurs occasionally, at intervals of approximately �T � 5 years
(2, 3, 5, 17). Moreover, Arvidson et al. (2) and Moore (3)
calculated that each gust of saltation transport probably lasts for
about �t � 40 s. This information allows one to define the
fraction f � �t/�T of time during which saltation transport
occurs on Mars: f � 2.54 � 10�7. In this manner, the migration
velocity of Martian dunes can be obtained with the equation

vd � 	 f a� sand
�1 
q s/V1/3 � 1.9 �10�9q s/V1/3, [7]

where qs is a function of u� and can be obtained from the results of
Fig. 3. For example, let us assume that, as on Earth, sand-moving
winds at Martian dune fields have typical strength u� � 1.5 u�t (33,
34), which gives u� � 1.62 m/s. From Fig. 3, this corresponds to qs
� 0.063 kg/m�s or 2.0�106 kg/m�year. Under such conditions, a small
Martian dune displaying length and width �100 m, which has a
volume of �20,000 m3 (35), moves at a rate of �0.00014 m/year, and
needs, therefore, �7,000 years to move 1.0 m, according to Eq. 7.

However, we remark that it is not possible to generalize this
result for all Martian dunes, because the frequency with which
saltation events occur on Mars may vary in a significant way with
the geographical location. As recently observed by Fenton (17),
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this frequency may vary even within a given location, in such a
manner that while no changes on the surface of some dunes in
a given dune field may occur in a time span of over 5 terrestrial
years, other dunes in the same field may migrate in the same
period at a rate as high as 0.5–1.0 cm/year (17). Moreover,
whereas dune motion on the north polar region of Mars is
inhibited during the winter seasons by the carbon dioxide frost
that forms on the surface of the dunes, the sand of dunes in
several other locations on Mars appears indurated, possibly
because of the presence of salts, in such a way that these dunes
do not move at all (19). In this manner, provided no induration
is present and the frequency and duration of the gusts of winds
above threshold at a given place on Mars are known, then the
results of Fig. 3 can be applied to obtain the migration velocity
of sand dunes on Mars.

Dust Storms on Today’s Mars. It is not surprising that the sporadic
dust storm events of Mars are mostly associated with events of
sand saltation (2, 3, 5). The giant trajectories and large impact
velocities of Martian saltating grains make saltation an efficient
means for raising dust into the atmosphere of Mars (4). Direct
entrainment of dust by air shear requires much stronger winds
than those required for moving sand (36), but once saltation
initiates, the new threshold for dust transport is the impact
threshold for saltation, u�t. Although the threshold for sand
entrainment is very infrequently exceeded (2), values compara-
ble to the impact threshold u�t � 1.0 m/s obtained in our
calculations may occur often on the Martian surface (16). This
frequency leads to a new view of aeolian transport on Mars. For
a storm of Martian dust to start, wind only needs to lift off a bit
of sand, igniting saltation. Uncommon values of wind strength
�2.5 m/s capable of moving sand (13, 14) must be of course
reached at least within a rapid gust of aeolian activity. But no
matter if, after such a gust, the wind strength decreases to typical
Martian values, �1.0 m/s (16), dust will not cease spreading into
the air—as long as sand saltates on Mars.

In conclusion, the present article reports the calculation of
particle trajectories in a turbulent wind. The sand flux and saltation
height and length on Mars and on Earth were studied and general
expressions (Eqs. 4, 5, and 6) were found that can be applied to
calculate these quantities under different physical conditions, e.g.,
on the surface of Venus or Titan. The giant saltation trajectories
and the high grain velocities on Mars are the missing link to
understand the triggering of dust storms under typical wind veloc-
ities u� � 1.0 m/s at present conditions of Mars (4).

The large values of impact velocities obtained in the simula-
tions allow us to understand the high erosion of Martian soils
during the rare gusts of sand transport as predicted from wind
tunnel simulations of saltation under low-pressure conditions
that reproduce the density of the Martian air (4) and from
experiments of particle–bed collisions under typical conditions
of grain velocity on Mars.¶ In a recent report (35), it has been
shown that the larger splash events on Mars compared with the
Earth reduce the transient of flux saturation on Mars as pre-
dicted from the scaling of dunes with the length of saltation
trajectories (6). It would be interesting to extend the calculations
of the present work to study the development of saltation from
the initiation of transport by aerodynamic (direct) entrainment,
with inclusion of a splash function that accounts for the response
of the number of ejected grains with respect to the impact
velocity of saltating particles.

¶Marshall JR, Borucki J, Bratton C, Aeolian sand transport in the planetary context:
Respective roles of aerodynamic and bed-dilatancy thresholds. 29th Lunar and Planetary
Science Conference, March 16–20, 1998, Houston, TX, abstr 1131.
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